
Hikvision Smart 

Bank Solution 



Banking Challenge 

Ensure around-the-clock  safety for customer, employees and the assets

Increase transaction safety and customer satisfaction

Collect reliable, clear, high quality video clips for investigation

Manage all the branches effectively and easily 

Intelligent application by AI product decreases the labor cost



Banking Security Trends for 2017 

Source: American banker



Pain point of Bank security

ATM Area 

ATM is a 
place where 

theft 
robbery and 
defrauding 
has high 

risk 

Lobby

Heavy 
people flow 

happens 
here which 

means 
things could 

happen 

Entrance

Clear 
visibility in 

harsh 
sunlight and 

people 
counting is 

needed

Bank Vault

First 
priority to 

take care of  
in a bank

Counter

Transaction 
process 

needs to be 
recorded 
clearly to 
solve the 
disputes

Security 
Center

Manage the 
whole 

security 
system. 

Alarm, live 
view…



Solution of ATM  Area 

Transaction data overlay Abnormal  face detection 

 Transaction Data overlay with video helps to solve the customer dispute  

 The Abnormal face may have potential of phony withdrawal 

Masked face 



Violent Motion Alarm Sticking Scrip detection  

 Violent Motion should relate to the robbery in high possibility 

 The undefined scrip may mislead the transaction 

Solution of ATM  Area 



Pin hole camera

HD video, covert design

DS-2CD6424FWD

Support transaction info overlay ( based on integration protocols ).

Potential criminal scenarios detecting by deep learning technology

ATM deep learning NVR

iDS-6700NXI                         iDS-8104AHQXLI-E4

Wide angle camera

360°angle covering in the whole

cabin area

DS-2CD63C2F-I(V)(S)

Solution of ATM  Area 

Masked face 



Super WDR function

 Super WDR camera can reach up to 140dB for obtaining a crystal clear image quality 

even in high contrast sunshine environment

 The people counting data helps the business decision 

 Face recognition improves the VIP service 

people counting Face recognition  

Solution of Lobby & Entrance



iDS-2CD8426G0/F-I

Face recognition camera 

Implement with deep-learning algorithm and GPU makes it a

powerful face recognition camera

Dual lens people counting camera

With the deep-learning 

algorithm, filtering by height to 

count more accurately

iDS-2CD6810F/C

DS-2CD5126G0-IZS

Super WDR camera

140dB WDR gives a high image

quality in heavy sunshine

contrast environment

WDR OFF WDR ON

Solution of Lobby & EntranceSolution of Lobby & Entrance



 Daily monitoring

 The Darkfighter function gives a colorful and clear image even in 0.002 lux Min illumination 

 Face detection 

Daily monitoring for Bank Vault 

Solution of Bank Vault

Normal Camera
Darkfighter Camera 

Darkfighter function performs under ultra low light  



Solution of Bank Vault

Ultra low light camera

Face detection,

Up to 5 defined streams and 5 custom streams

supported,

Ultra low light Darkfighter 0.002 Lux Min illumination

DS-2CD5026G0-(AP)
Normal Camera

Darkfighter Camera 



 HD camera gives up to 4K resolution helping to solve the dispute in Counter

HD surveillance                                

Solution of Counter



Solution of Counter

4K HD Camera

Auto iris, P-iris optional

Auto back focus optional

3840 × 2160 @ 30fps

DS-2CD5085G0-(AP)



 Central Video Surveillance

 Central storage 

 Display on video wall 

 Device status detection

 Alarm management Data protection 

Solution of Security center

Central management  



Solution of Security center

HikCentral

Video surveillance management system

Up to 3000 Channels for 1 CMS,

Live view, Playback, Alarm, Video wall

DS-9664NI-I8

Embedded NVR

Hikvision has different levels of network recorder

Decoder

HDMI and BNC output interfaces

Up to 4K via HDMI output

Up to 16-ch decoding at 12MP resolution

DS6916UDI

Display

46",1080P,500cd/㎡,bezelwidth:5.3mm,

Input: VGA/DVI/BNC/HDMI/Ypbpr,

Output: VGA/DVI/2*BNC

DS-D2046NL-B



Solution of Security center

Monitor

18.5" 1366*768, HDMI/VGA input, view angle:90°/65°,

plastic casing, ERP level A,VESA, base bracket included

DS-D5019QE-B(EU)




